Functional significance of protein kinase A activation by endothelin-1 and ATP: negative regulation of SRF-dependent gene expression by PKA.
Endothelin-1 (ET1) and ATP stimulate contraction and hypertrophy of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) by activating diverse signalling pathways. In this study, we show that in VSMC, ET1 and ATP stimulate transient and sustained activation of protein kinase A (PKA), respectively. Using a dominant negative PKA mutant (PKA-DN), we examined the functional significance of PKA activation in the signalling of ET1 and ATP. Overexpression of PKA-DN did not alter the ET1- or ATP-induced phosphorylation of the extracellular signal-regulated protein kinase, Erk2. ATP stimulated a profound, PKA-dependent activation of cAMP-response element (CRE), whereas the effect of ET1 was negligible. Both ET1 and ATP stimulated serum response factor (SRF)-dependent gene expression. Overexpression of PKA-DN potentiated the effects of ET1 and ATP on SRF activity, whereas stimulation of PKA by isoproterenol, forskolin or by overexpression of the PKA catalytic subunit decreased SRF activity. These data demonstrate that (i) PKA negatively regulates SRF activity and (ii) ET1 and ATP stimulate opposing pathways, whose balance determines the net activity of SRF.